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Prognosis poetry

A life-long
conversation

New Brunswick born poet-doctor Shane
Neilson has found literary success and a medical
practice in Erin, Ontario, dealing with tales of
life and death daily. Story by Thomas Hodd

From talking to government about why art matters to
visiting artists in their studios and bringing the work into
a gallery where the public will see it, curating is about
communication. It’s a conversation, Mireille Eagan
says, that starts with oneself. Story by Kate Wallace
Things you can learn about Mireille Eagan from
her Wikipedia page: She was born in Calgary
in 1982. She spent part of her childhood in the
Yukon, part in Fredericton. At the age of 11,
she sang the theme song for Katie and Orbie, an
animated TV series that still airs on Family and
Playhouse Disney. She played Claire Sturgess in
Theatre New Brunswick’s production of A Gift
to Last. She studied art history at Mount Allison
University in Sackville and Concordia University
in Montreal. She plays the accordion. She was
the arts columnist for the Daily Gleaner in Fredericton from October 2008 to August 2009. She
has curated exhibitions at Struts Gallery,“School
Days”Museum and FOFA Gallery, among others.
Things you can’t learn about Mireille Eagan
from her Wikipedia page: She is funny, something everyone who has worked with her comments on. She loves a good moustache. She has
a fashion sense that encompasses owl-eye glasses and an I Love Art button. She has two cats.
She’ll go on a road trip any chance she gets. She
is a skilled Super-Mario Wii player. She will tuck
into spicy plates of Thai food on a rain-whipped
night in Charlottetown with gusto. She sings
Happy Birthday to colleagues. She is petite – almost shockingly so – an observation made more
acute by Sleeping
Giants (Silenus), Max
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position in early July.
The massive works
would mock the stature of even the most Amazonian woman. Next to them, Eagan appears almost Lilliputian.
The hypnotically slow, f luid movements of
Streicher’s figures highlight another thing about
Eagan: the sense of expansive energy emanating
from this little lady can fill a room.
“Look at these beauties!”she enthuses, positively skipping into the gallery, arms and hands aloft.
“It’s like she’s small but she’s mighty,” Becka
Viau, a Prince Edward Island photographer and
visual arts educator at the Confederation Centre,
says.“Mighty in brain power and mighty in stubbornness and determination.”
With her first full-time curating gig behind her,
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Eagan, 27, is back in Fredericton. She’s applying
for work across Canada but, full-time job or not,
her plans for the summer and after centre on art.
“My goal is to drive my boyfriend to work, then
go and talk to artists,” she says.
She may start a website or zine,“profiling art in
the community any way I can.”
While Eagan will make her own opportunities,
there are things about working in an institution
she misses, like after-hours access to the gallery.
Long after the last tour group or gaggle of
school kids has left, and even the most midnightoil-burning colleague has gone home, is her favourite time to sit and look at a show, something
she’ll do for hours.
“I hang out with the artworks,” she says.“That’s
the real reason I went into this field: I wanted to
have a key to an art gallery.”
Her first taste of the museum at night was
when she worked at the Beaverbrook Art Gallery in Fredericton as collections/exhibitions assistant in 2004-’05.
“I would work in the vaults during the day,”
she says. When her boyfriend, the night security
guard and cleaner, came in for his shift she’d help
him clean and polish the floors, then catch some
zzz’s in the boardroom.
She wasn’t always so, ahem, comfortable, at the
gallery, though.
“I used to be really frightened of the Beaverbrook Art Gallery,” she says. “It was imposing,
those big, long steps.”
When she was 16, she got a job at the front
desk, and that dark knot of apprehension began
to loosen. In its place something brighter, more
beautiful, more ... altering, took root.
“I think that every artwork that I see has
changed how I see the world,” she says.“Art is a
conversation with yourself.”
Now, there’s no extricating art from life.
Art is her life.
“I’ve been thinking about art for 11 years
straight,” she says.“I dream about curating every
single night. I’m continually problem-solving in
my dreams. I keep dreaming I’m in the Guggenheim, just organizing things.”
She knew she wanted to be a curator as soon as
she worked in the registrar’s office at the Beaverbrook Art Gallery.
“I didn’t really know what a curator did before
that,” she says.“It’s such a little-known world, the
curator’s world.”
When she joined the Confederation Centre in
November 2008, it was her first full-time curating gig.
It started with a learning curve that was “basically perpendicular,” she says.
A student of art history (she has bachelor and
master’s degrees from Mount Allison and Concordia, respectively) she learned about the job’s
more mundane aspects: the correspondence and
paperwork, the contracts and budgets, the challenges of transporting work and dealing effectively with government agencies.
“You have to speak to them in terms of how art
can be beneficial to a community, to speak to the
larger practical benefits,” she says. “You have to
say,‘Artists are a very important part of the economy and they’re not that expensive.’ ”
While Eagan shoulders the bureaucratic side
of the job willingly, it’s working with artists that
keeps her going.
“They have weird, wonderful minds and I love
to get to meet them.”
She’ll make a studio visit any chance she gets.
“I get to see their messes, their sketches and
their coffee stains.”
A relatively new field, curating is an exercise
of the heart and of the head, a balancing act between creativity, intellect and practical concerns.
“You’re just constantly working out this idea in
your head,” Eagan says.“It is wonderful to create
a space that people can enter into.”
She likes how art can tweak your daily experience,“just a little bit.”
Likewise,“I want to blow people’s minds, just a
little.”
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Curator, writer, musician Mireille Eagan loves a good moustache.

“We’re all trying to find our feet and luckily the
It’s a tightrope walker’s job in many ways, a
dance between government, administration and old guard is really helpful,” she says. “I’ve only
the artists themselves, between the public and been in this field for wo years and I’m regularly
the private. Curating is liminal, to use a beloved dealing with people who have been curating
work for longer than I’ve been alive,” she says.
art-world term.
Her career is also budding alongside that of
“A curator is in the really wonderful position
of working with the artworks, creating the space young and emerging artists such as Becka Viau,
where people get to have these conversations, whose solo exhibition Young Famers was the island
photographer’s first show at a public gallery.
but also being behind the scenes,” Eagan says.
Viau’s nervousness about the project was as“It’s like the bass player in a rock band. You
don’t really hear it but you really feel it in some suaged at her first meeting with Eagan.
“It was this small, little woman with red hair
parts.”
Mashing up her art-history training and pen- and a round face and very happy and wide-eyed
chant for contemporary art, Eagan approaches and ready to listen,” Viau says.“I could tell right
a show as a narrative. Whatever the medium or away that we were going to have a really good
genre or theme she’s working with, it’s about tell- working relationship, because she’s relaxed. I
ing a tale. She has to think of the public, the audi- was actually really surprised to see this young
ence, of“bringing them from artwork to artwork, lady my age about to curate my show.
“It was exciting to work with someone the same
letting them create a story,” she says.
“All art has its beauty. I love when artists skill- age as me.”
She appreciated Eagan’s art history backfully employ medium and message to provide a
ground.
well-spoken experience for the viewer.”
“It’s really nice to have educated opinions
Of course, there’s no typical “viewer” or one
“public” but an amorphous group comprised of guiding you through the sort of chaos that can
everyone from elementary school students to happen when you’re creating,” Viau says.“What
PhDs in art history, from mom-and-pop summer Mireille brought was this sense of calm and focus
and this sort of more academic side of things.”
tourists to the local culturati.
The two, who became colleagues at ConfederaShe must balance accessibility with an experition Centre and friends, talked about the history
ence that is sophisticated and transformative.
Eagan laments some people’s fear of art. It of photography and the portrait.
“I guess something that’s held between both of
stems partly from that old elitist perception
of art, which the arts community perpetuates us is we both understand the power that you can
somewhat, she says, but more from a fear that have when you’re presenting art to people. There
what they are saying isn’t right. She wants people is a communication that happens, and so it is a
powerful position to be in the art world, either
to feel comfortable with their responses.
“It is OK to love it or hate it,” she says. She tries being a curator or being an artist being curated
to create shows, she says, “that speak to people or showing in a gallery.”
While Eagan plans her next move, there are
on a very essential basis.”
What Remains, the summer exhibition she cur- some freelance opportunities in New Brunswick
ated at Confederation Centre, is built on a very for her. She’s a bit of a rare article in this provbasic theme: the body. In the group show, Eagan ince, it seems.
“She has worked in large institutions, she can
conceived of the body as landscape.
“I want people to constantly refer back to them- write, put together a show and certainly she
selves,” she says. “When I’m writing for a show, knows about artist-run (centre) culture,” Carol
I generally like to keep as little of myself in it. I Collicutt, a Fredericton artist who has worked
with Eagan, says.
don’t want to be heavy-handed – or hold hands.”
“I think it’s important to have people like that
Jean Bélisle, one of her professors at Concordia,
here. It’s good to have a person like her, who’s not
had a big influence on her approach.
austere, and who’s not
“ Theor y, you don’t
completely disconnected
really need it,” he taught
It’s like the bass player
from the real world. She’s
her. “He was all about
in a rock band. You don’t
very connected to the
moving from the artreally hear it but you
real world and she brings
work outward and that’s
really feel it in some
that to her work, too.”
something I’ve tried to
Last year, Eagan wrote
carry on. It’s all about the
parts.
a critical essay for the
artwork and returning recatalogue for Eviscera, a
sponsibility to the viewtwo-person show by Collicutt and Whitefeather
er.”
She sees her role as creating an entry point for Hunter. The artists loved how she approached
the viewer, through the artworks themselves and their work.
“It was an interesting slant. It’s always interesttext, including the vinyl lettering on the wall and
ing to have someone else look at your work and
catalogue essays.
“Curating is a wonderful conversation that you talk about it in terms you may not use yourself,”
get to create,” Eagan says, one that should never Collicutt says.“Our work is largely conceptual, so
getting the nuance is tricky. She seemed to have
be didactic or proscriptive.
an insight into it that we really liked.”
“I don’t believe in jargon.”
The essay made the work accessible, she says.
Just as curating itself is relatively new field,“I’m
“And I think that’s really important for a curin the process of trying to find my own voice and
ator to do,” Collicutt says.“There’s no point in a
my own style.”
Eagan feels part of a wave of young curators and curator – and this is kind of endemic in the art
world – in writing something that nobody underarts professionals starting to make their mark.
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Above: Details from‘What Remains,’ a group show Eagan curated at the Confederation Centre Art Gallery
in Charlottetown. It is on display all summer long.
Below: Eagan’s ebullience belies her slight stature.
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stands. And that happens a lot.
“Sometimes you read stuff that was written
about your work and you go, ‘What?’ And it’s your
work. You don’t really understand what the curator is trying to say. It’s more a function of how articulate and how clever and how versed in theory
the writer is, rather than how they see your work
or how they present your work to the public.”
Last spring, Ingrid Mueller, of Ingrid Mueller Art
+ Concepts in Fredericton, hired Eagan to write an
essay for a Peter Powning exhibition.
“I asked her to do it because I didn’t want a human interest story. I wanted it to be academic. And
she fulfilled that,” Mueller says.
“The more and more we do catalogues, the more
we will work together with her. I think someone
like Mireille is also necessary in a gallery like mine
to curate shows, when we’re getting things that
are just a little more challenging or different from
what we usually do. I think it’s important there are
freelance curators, as well.”
While Eagan’s skill set is in demand in the province, chances are she’ll have to leave, for a while at
least, for work. She has applied for jobs across Canada and interviewed just this week in Cambridge,
Ont.
“But I will come back,” she says. “My heart is in
the Maritimes.”
Aside from curating, Eagan has her own art-related projects on the go.
There’s Helena Handbasket, “still largely a figment of my imagination,” her playful, subversive
alter-ego, who did playful, public interventions in
Charlottetown such as gluing small, kitschy objects
in strange locations.
“I’m not sure what ‘she’ will be yet, but whatever
she is, she will allow me a bit of freedom from the
constraints of institution related stuff,” she writes
by email of Helena.
And Eagan recently embarked on a personal project that gives new meaning to the term “body of
work,” inviting contemporary artists whose work
she admires but can’t afford to buy, including Kelly
Mark and Marcel Dzama, to design a tattoo for her.
She got the first one, by Michah Lexier, one of

Canada’s leading contemporary artists, inked onto
her wrist in mid-June.
“I really like the commitment of someone liking
your work enough to wear it on your body,” Lexier
says from Toronto.“The thing with a sculpture is if
you don’t like it after 10 years you can put it away.
She can never put that
away.”
The thing with a
Lexier, who has only
sculpture
is if you
designed one other tatdon’t like it after 10
too, pitched a bunch of
designs, “but none of
years you can put it
them felt right to me,
away. She can never
to just take these other
put
that away.
ideas I’d already done as
artworks in certain materials and just transfer that to her skin,” he says.
While Eagan was especially attracted to his images
of braces,“sort of a fancy parentheses,” that disconnect between design and project dogged him.
“The breakthrough for me was to come up with
some kind of concept for the tattoo that went beyond the imagery,” Lexier says.
His brainstorm: he would design the first brace,“a
really, really, really simple one,” and choose the size
and the placement. After that, his only request was
that any subsequent brace face the same way.
“My instruction to her would be to at her will add
to it whenever she wants. She could mark a really
happy occasion, she could mark a trip to a different city, she could mark sadness, she could mark
happenstance.”
Maybe Eagan herself will one day be considered
a piece of art.
“I’ll donate my body to the National Gallery of
Canada,” she quips.
She isn’t scared of the tattoo needle, she says, or
of the commitment.
“The only thing I’m scared of is not being taken
seriously. But I work in the art world, so I’m not
that worried.” s
Kate Wallace covers the arts for the TelegraphJournal. She can be reached at wallace.kate@
telegraphjournal.com

Shane Neilson is not your typical family
physician. Sure, he knows how to talk to
you in that calming, friendly manner.
And, not surprisingly, everyone in the
small town of Erin, Ont., where he practices medicine, knows him by name. But
here’s the thing: Neilson is also a writer,
and a very successful one at that. What’s
more, he’s a product of the Maritimes
and a native of Oromocto, N.B.
“I always wanted to be a doctor,” Neilson tells me as we sit on a couple of
stools inside the office of The Porcupine’s Quill, the award-winning publisher that helped launch the careers of
people like Jane Urquhart and recent
Giller Award-winner Elizabeth Hay.
Neilson is here to promote his third
book of poetry, Complete Physical, a wonderfully compact collection of confessional poems that explores the relationship between a doctor and his patient.
I was half-expecting to see him in a labcoat and stethoscope, but he looks very
much relaxed in his light-blue checkered
shirt and cotton pants as he reflects on
his youth in New Brunswick.
“My mother was a nurse, but also a voracious reader,” Neilson tells me, “and I
modeled after her, I guess.” Neilson was
born in the small town of Sheffield, but
moved to Oromocto when he was eight.
He did well in school, and played leftwing for the high school hockey team.
In Grade 12 Neilson took enriched Canadian literature and had a life-changing
moment.
“Everybody on the right-side of the
class was assigned Ernest Buckler’s The
Mountain and the Valley. I was on the
left-side and so had to read Alden Nowlan’s novel The Wanton Troopers. There
was something about that book that I
could identify with.”
From then on, the determined Neilson
decided his future career in medicine
would also have to involve writing.
He spent three years at the University
of New Brunswick, studying bio-chemistry, but was accepted into Dalhousie
Medical School at the ripe old age of 19.
It was during this time that he published
his first work in the New Brunswick
Reader.“I went into the Daily Grind Coffee Shop (in Halifax) and bought five
copies,” Neilson says with a chuckle.
It was also during this time that Neilson met his future wife, Janet, who
would become the inspiration for part
of his first full poetry collection, Exterminate My Heart. The other part of the
collection was inspired by his daughter,
Zee, who is now 10. A future collection
may involve Neilson’s son, Kaz, who is
just turning two.
Then in 2000, Neilson began his residency for family practice at Memorial
University, including a rotation at the
Saint John Regional Hospital. “I could

have gone anywhere (for residency) but
I wanted to be in the Maritimes.”
The most moving part was his work in
Labrador and in places like Davis Inlet.
“People don’t realize it,” Neilson says,
“but it was like a Third-World country
there. It affected me deeply.” And when
asked if he draws on such moments for
his art, Neilson confesses that such tough
medical challenges become a source for
his writing.“How can I not want to write
about my experiences?” The result was
Neilson’s moving memoir about life at
medical school, Call Me Doctor, which
he published with Nova Scotia’s Pottersfield Press in 2006.
After Memorial, Neilson spent a year
with Dalhousie emergency. Then Janet
was accepted into the University of
Guelph’s veterinarian program, and so
Neilson took up practice at the student
health services on campus. Then in 2005
Neilson got a letter in his mailbox that
the doctor in Erin was leaving. As a published writer, Neilson had often driven
through the town and dreamed of publishing a book with The Porcupine’s
Quill. So Neilson called and came up to
Erin, and has been there ever since. Of
course, little did Neilson know that his
future publishers would also become his
patients.
Judging by his output, Neilson has certainly lived up to his twinned dream of
medicine and literature. He has published four collections of poetry, with a
fifth slated for publication with Goose
Lane Editions. He writes a regular column in the prestigious Canadian Medical
Association Journal and is an editor with
the British Columbia publisher Frog Hollow Press. Neilson also edited a series of
Alden Nowlan’s medical poems, entitled
Alden Nowlan and Illness, in 2005. Oh, and
did I mention Neilson just won a major
Canadian poetry competition,ARC’s 15th
annual poem of the year contest?
Given all this literary success, I asked
Neilson if he had any advice for young
would-be writers. For him, it all starts
with reading. “If you get that feeling of
being transported by the exquisite,” he
says, “then you probably have an aptitude for writing.”
But Neilson is also quick to point out
that it takes more than skill to make it
as a writer in Canada.“Writing is a life of
poverty if you don’t have a day job,” he
jokes.“I am lucky to have the kind of financial security that allows me to write.”
For Shane Neilson, writing and medicine are not separate ambitions. He has
found a way to turn them into the best
of both worlds. s
Thomas Hodd is a Canadian literature scholar and regularly writes about
Atlantic-Canadian culture. He can be
reached at tomhodd@gmail.com

Shane Neilson has had three books of poetry published since 2008.

